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The perfect set and forget cleaning system
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UNSTICKABLE IN ANY POOL
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SPRINTA PLUS
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The Turbine Drive
generates a powerful vortex
vacuum that sucks up debris.
The Intelligent Steering System
makes Sprinta Plus “unstickable”.

OPTIONAL
AUTO SKIM
UPGRADE

THE SPRINTA PLUS DIFFERENCE
Sprinta Plus cleans the trickiest of pools
with ease. Its flexible hose connector
and geared steering system allow it to
navigate tight corners and stairs without
getting trapped. It’s not only ‘unstickable’
it’s unstoppable. The straight through
turbine creates a powerful vortex for
maximum continuous suction. It can
easily cope with the heaviest of leaf
loads. With no wheels or tracks to jam
and enclosed gears, not even sand and
grit can slow a Sprinta Plus.

‘UNSTICKABLE’ IN ANY POOL
The Intelligent Steering System
allows Sprinta Plus to navigate
the tightest corners and optimises
coverage of your pool.
POWERFUL VORTEX ACTION
The vortex vacuum gives your
pool a true top to bottom clean
by sucking up sand and debris,
scrubbing away calcium and algae
build up, and powering the SmartSkim to pull floating leaves and
insects into the skimmer box.

UNSTOPPABLE PERFORMANCE
IN HEAVY DEBRIS
The straight through turbine
design means it can handle large
debris and leaves with ease. It
resists choking or jamming when
the cleaning gets tough.
UNBEATABLE WARRANTIES
You have the assurance of a 2-year
Full System Warranty and a 10year Flow Turbine Warranty. This is
your guarantee of years of reliable,
continuous performance.

CHOOSING THE BEST CLEANER FOR YOUR POOL
Always ask your pool professional for
advice. Because every pool is different,
recommendations from family and friends
are rarely right. Before you decide on a
cleaner, you need to consider:
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1.	
A cheap cleaner is no bargain if it only lasts a season.
2. Fewer moving parts means lower maintenance costs.
Buy Australian-made to withstand our tough conditions.
3.	
Consider the shape and material of your pool.
4.	
Solid warranties are your guarantee of quality.
5.	
6. Take the test. Use Kreepy Krauly’s online Pool Cleaner
Selector to find the right cleaner for your pool.
Visit kreepykrauly.com.au/poolselector
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